Abstract

Implantology has made a huge progress in recent years, not only through the development of implants (design, surface finish, connections ... ) but even more thanks to CAD/CAM. But how the concept of CAI allows a surgical-prosthetic therapeutic approach different from also-called “conventional”?

Well in the conventional method; the steps for implant planning are designed to confront an ideal prosthetic project with the patient’s anatomy. They help the practitioner to make the right decisions when developing the treatment plan. Depending on the edentulous patient and requests, some criteria are more important than others, but, basically, the general process is the same [1, 2].

The digital technology gives us the necessary information to be able to simulate the implant on the computer in advance. This increases our patients’ safety! The main of this publication is to specify the value of a virtual surgical-prosthetic planning a project with CAD/CAM.

Materials and Methods

Coupled the CEREC system to CBCT: that does allow three-dimensional acquisition type CBST [1, 2]. The second application of CAI resides in the ability to accurately guide the surgeon’s drill through a “surgical guide”. 3D planning is made by using a radiological guide and an X-ray scanner. 3D planning software sends computer data to sophisticated equipment that builds a surgical guide by stereo lithography [3]. The Second step we have to take is an optical impression by using camera with coating by dioxidetitan consequently a virtual three-dimensional model is done [4,5].

We use CEREC software to plan our prosthetic with superposition data from the CBCT and CEREC. Implant planning through software Galileo’s Galaxies. The software alerts us if the correct positioning of implant parameters is not met. The practitioner performs well planning and sees if whether or not a bone planning pre- or per-implant transversely or vertically (bone graft, guided bone regeneration or «sinus lift ») [5].

Whether digital or conventional therapy, radiological guide has the same specifications. He must:
- Be rigid,
- Be radiopaque,
- Be stable,
- Not to issue artifacts
- Allow objectify the height of the soft tissue,
- Objectify the ideal axis of the implants

3D software overcomes the lack of a radiological guide in creating a virtually prosthetic project and then doing the implants [6]. It allows the practitioner, through the CEREC software to visualize bone volumes in 3D that will receive the implants and the draft...
Clinical case

Figure 1: Volume acquisition of CBST.

Figure 2: Optical impression of the dentulous area.

Figure 3: Implant planning.

Figure 4: Modeling of the surgical guide.

Figure 5: Surgical guide in place, drilling length has been established at the implant planning.

Figure 6: Implant Radiology Control.

Figure 7: The optical impression of the system «Scan Post» + "scan body" determines the position of the implant.

Figure 8: Virtual design of the implant- crown and its emergence profile.

Results and Discussion

This concept allows communication and educational tools with software, the practitioner can explain to the patient throughout the treatment by showing the implant sites directly, instead that will make the future implant and the prosthetic project. CEREC system coupling to CBCT helps to determine the implant site, but also the choice of type of implant, the design and positioning in 3D.

The prosthetic project is modeled virtually (digital wax up) and the surgical guide is designed by (CAD) thus the temporary prosthetic is designed before surgery. The optical impression makes the maximum reduce of dependence materials (less impression materials, less steps, no disinfection and shipping) [7]. With the conventional method, it takes between 24 and 48 hours to manufacture a surgical guide. This is due to numerous laboratory steps (casting plaster, processing of the radiological guide, processing resins, finishing, polishing). With the numerical method, it takes only 15 minutes to design the guide and only a few minutes for it to be manufactured by the machine drill [8-9].

The study by Johansson et al [10] showed stabilities prosthetic and implant at 1 year. For them, results are promising for the planned implants digitally, immediately loaded with fixed prosthesis type bridge Procera (NobelBio care) Prefabricated for rebuilding an edentulous maxilla. The authors observed in a 1 year implant survival rate of 99.4% on 312 implants placed in 52 patients. Marginal bone loss average after a year of follow up was 1.3 mm [10].

This new implant approach ensures speed, accuracy with many limitations: lack of access to post sites, the surgical guide depends on the type of tooth loss (dental, mucous, bone) with its risk of fracture. Errors in the acquisition and processing of radiological images, on average less than 0.5 mm, mistakes when performing the surgical guide, generally around 0.1 to 0.2mm for the guides made by CAM.

Apical deviation of the position of the implant between the virtual planning and actually obtained implant position ranging between 0.6mm and 1.2mm. Of course this method has his limits such as: high cost.
Conclusion

With implantology, modern dentistry has experienced a breakthrough. This new option, now widely recognized, can treat all types of edentulous. The implant therapy should respect the concept of minimally invasive treatment. In addition, the aesthetic and functional requirements are a central part of the specifications of the treatment because we must not forget that the implant is in the service of the prosthesis. The Concepts have evolved and today CAI seems to be emerging as a sub discipline through the many contributions and interest it conveys: it could well sign the evolution of a new era.
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